Attachment 6: TSMP Transportation Alternatives
Extend Broadview Avenue by connecting to the Don Roadway in the Port Lands (Don Roadway south of Lake Shore addressed in the Lower Don Lands EA) by widening the existing rail bridge to the east and providing two vehicular lanes in each direction with dedicated transit and create a vibrant multi-modal corridor (maximum 40m ROW). Existing access to/from the DVP is removed. Potential to connect to a new lift bridge across the Ship Channel.

Extend Broadview Avenue under the rail embankment by realigning Saulter Street diagonally through the Unilever Precinct and Film Studio District and create a vibrant multi-modal corridor with one vehicular lane in each direction and dedicated transit (maximum 35m ROW). Potential to connect to a new lift bridge across the Ship Channel. Broadview extension is paired with a new north-south street between Eastern Avenue and Lake Shore Boulevard with one vehicular lane in each direction (maximum 23m ROW).

Extend Broadview Avenue under the rail embankment and create a vibrant multi-modal corridor by connecting to Bouchette Street in the Film Studio District with two vehicular lanes in each direction and dedicated transit (maximum 40m ROW). Potential to connect to a new lift bridge across the Ship Channel.

Extend Broadview Avenue under the rail embankment by realigning Saulter Street diagonally through the Unilever Precinct and Film Studio District and create a vibrant multi-modal corridor with one vehicular lane in each direction and dedicated transit (maximum 40m ROW). Potential to connect to a new lift bridge across the Ship Channel. Broadview extension is paired with a new north-south street between Eastern Avenue and Lake Shore Boulevard with one vehicular lane in each direction (maximum 23m ROW).

Extend Broadview Avenue under the rail embankment by realigning Saulter Street diagonally through the Unilever Precinct and Film Studio District, with modifications to the location of the Basin Street bridge and Don Roadway south of Commissioners Street, to create a vibrant multi-modal corridor with one vehicular lane in each direction and dedicated transit (maximum 35m ROW). Potential to connect to a new lift bridge across the Ship Channel. Broadview extension is paired with a new north-south street between Eastern Avenue and Lake Shore Boulevard with one vehicular lane in each direction (maximum 23m ROW).
No new north-south connection is provided between Carlaw Avenue and Leslie Street

Create a two-way multi-modal connection from Eastern Avenue to Commissioners Street at Winnifred Avenue with one vehicular lane in each direction (23m ROW)

Create a two-way multi-modal connection from Eastern Avenue to Commissioners Street at Caroline Avenue with one vehicular lane in each direction (23m ROW)

Create a two-way multi-modal connection from Eastern Avenue to Commissioners Street at Larchmount Avenue with one vehicular lane in each direction (23m ROW)

Create a one-way multi-modal northbound connection at Caroline Avenue (16.5m ROW) and one-way multi-modal southbound connection at Larchmount Avenue (16.5m ROW) from Eastern Avenue to Commissioners Street (contra flow to existing)

Create a one-way multi-modal northbound connection at Caroline Avenue (16.5m ROW) and one-way multi-modal southbound connection at Winnifred Avenue (16.5m ROW) from Eastern Avenue to Commissioners Street (contra flow to existing)

Create a two-way multi-modal extension of Pape Street from Eastern Avenue to Commissioners Street with one vehicular lane in each direction (23m ROW)
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